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ABSTRACT
The development of platforms for community decision-making has been of growing interest to the HCI community, yet the ways technology might be woven into traditional consultation processes has been under-studied. We conducted fieldwork at consultation events where residents were invited to discuss and map assets related to their neighbourhoods to inform community decision-making. The fieldwork highlighted problems with equality, turn taking, the evidencing and elaborating on opinions by residents, and challenges related to capturing and documenting the events. We developed Community Conversational—a hybrid tabletop game and digital capture and review platform—in response to these issues. Community Conversational was designed to provide a flexible structure to consultation events related to ‘place’, and support the production, capture and review of deliberative ‘talk’ to support decision-making. We study how the platform was used in two consultation events, and discuss the implications of capturing and evidencing local people’s opinions for the accountability of decision-makers and community organisations.
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INTRODUCTION
The field of HCI has recently witnessed a ‘Civic Turn’ [34] and a flourishing interest in the configuration of socio-technical systems to support civic engagement and community action. Work in this space has included the creation of tools to help communities express local matters of concern [63,64], the use of crowdsourcing in city planning and management [16,43,49,50] and the design of voting technologies to facilitate local consultation and decision-making [36]. A common characteristic of this work is that it is founded and reliant upon collaboration with public authorities (e.g. [16,26,27]), community social change organisations [2,64], campaign groups [13], charities [17], or other organisations dedicated to building civil society (e.g. [34]). Particularly important in this context is that many governments and local authorities (LAs) now devolve certain decision-making powers, such as the allocation of public funds or neighbourhood planning, to community representatives and organisations. It is therefore timely to look closely at the ways in which communities and residents are supported, consulted on and engaged in such processes, and the role technology might play in supporting meaningful discussion and action around local matters of concern.

Our paper reports on a study involving three communities invited by their respective local governing representatives to engage in processes of devolved decision-making. Residents from each of these communities were invited to participate in consultation events intended to influence these processes. The research was subsequently planned over four cumulative phases: (i) fieldwork at three initial consultation events hosted by a community organisation that had been assigned community funding responsibilities by government; (ii) the design of Community Conversational, a ‘talk-based’ tabletop game that aimed to promote more deliberative forms of conversation through turn-taking and digital capture functions; (iii) the deployment and trialling of Community Conversational at two further consultation events; and finally (iv) evaluation of the game and captured data with community representatives tasked with leading on devolved decision-making processes.

This paper contributes to the HCI literature on civic technologies in three ways. First, while prior work has focused on the role of novel technologies to elicit lightweight feedback in place [37,54,62] or moves traditional decision-making systems to digital platforms [27,59,65], our approach focuses on soliciting, structuring and capturing rich discussions about ‘place’ from multiple individual perspectives. Second, we demonstrate how community-generated data is a powerful resource which is at risk of being re-presented to support an organisation’s agenda, while
implying accountability and impartiality. Third, based on these issues we offer reflections on the roles community organisations play in such civic technology deployments.

BACKGROUND
Our research is conducted in the context of ongoing changes to decision-making processes in the United Kingdom (UK). In the UK, central government has been devolving power and responsibilities to local authorities (LAs), which in turn are looking to resident and community groups to take over certain decision-making responsibilities. Acts of Parliament, including the Localism Act (2011) [18] and Community Empowerment Act in Scotland (2015), commit local governments to actively engage communities and residents in public fund allocation and neighbourhood planning. LAs are thus motivated to both organise and document consultation processes. This recent legislation follows on from the transnational, ideological and political shift towards localised decision-making. For example, the Bydelsråd experiment in Copenhagen [3,32] and India’s Panchayati raj system [33,66] of hyper-local governance [4] build on participatory budgeting exercises that originated in Porto Alegre, Brazil [45]—the latter being part of a progressive program to address extreme social disparity and to give all citizens a say in the allocation of public spending. In the UK, Big Society and the so-called Northern Powerhouse are examples of politically-motivated ideological concepts of ‘localist’ politics [60].

While devolved decision-making is often presented as helping to promote democracy, underlying these policies are significant economic drivers, creating a “political parallel” [60]. In recent years, the UK—like many European nations—has experienced a period of ‘austerity’ and shrinking LA budgets. One response has been to support communities, social innovation companies and local groups to ‘do it for themselves’. Public buildings and spaces (e.g. libraries, swimming pools and parks), services that enable care in the community, and public health initiatives, have until recently been widely provided by LAs in the UK. However, LAs in recent years have become increasingly reliant on civil society and the voluntary sector, a trend that is expected to continue in line with ongoing public spending cuts. As such, these Acts present an opportunity to ‘empower’ communities and citizens, while relieving civic authorities of unsustainable costs.

In this paper we closely examine how these political motivations are playing out in three communities. Our work looks at how community organisations and representatives who have been devolved certain decision-making powers manage new responsibilities to oversee local consultation processes, to document these, and to report back on specific decision-making activities. Given this growing interest in community decision-making, it is unsurprising that there has been increased interest in the design and study of technologies to support such processes. There has been a vast amount of research aiming to translate aspects of traditional democratic processes into digital form, for example by digitising voting and petition systems [37,63,64] or providing platforms to give feedback and opinion online [16,33,48]. HCI research in this area has been successful in opening up traditional consultation practices to wider audiences—making engagement richer [27], more playful [26] or accessible [38]. While work in this area has inherent value, it comes with certain political limitations in the context of local decision-making; it proposes systems that reinforce representative partisan politics, while failing to identify whether, and if so how, engagement (e.g., leaving a vote, commenting an opinion) really influences decision-making and outcomes. There are however examples of HCI research that have approached the issue of local decision-making with a different outlook. These include systems designed in response to notions of deliberative democracy [28,36,39,56,59] and research on discursive forms of civic engagement [14,15,20]. These works typically represent non-traditional and more deliberative means of political engagement, which have been described as ‘not less democratic, but democratically different’ [51,52].

Deliberative democracy champions ‘talk-centric’, rather than ‘vote-centric’ processes [10]. Here decision-making is not concerned with measuring citizens’ existing preferences, but with discursive processes involving listening, justification of position and demonstration of mutual respect, where citizens reflect upon, evaluate and perhaps revise initial preferences [61]. Notions of deliberative democracy have had some resonance in HCI e.g. through processes that are enabled by online platforms including social media [11,57,58] or through deliberation platforms [59,68]. However, it has been highlighted that online platforms tend to polarise views [44,47], or become ‘echo chambers’ [35] (c.f. [56]) of political viewpoints and competing claims. Meanwhile, there are issues of trust related to ‘e-participation’ [53]. Other studies on talk-based forms of political engagement in HCI [14,15,20] have explored ways of enabling and promoting directed political discourse—and what it means to capture and interrogate this talk. However, despite an important focus on civic action, this work is without a purposeful link to decision-making, decision-makers or social or political outcomes.

THE CONTEXT: COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONS
Our research took place across three sites in Northern England: Fenting, Darrenton and Church House (pseudonyms for the purposes of reporting the research). Each of these sites was a small suburban or semi-rural town or village involved in ongoing decision-making processes around the funding of local projects, services, or new building developments. Community organisations working with their respective LA were overseeing a series of explorative ‘community conversations’, each involving between 10 and 30 local residents. These events typically revolved around ‘asset mapping’ activities. Organisers would arrange residents into small groups, each of which would congregate around a large paper map of the local area. A facilitator for each group would then invite residents in
turn to talk about the ‘local place’, share information on the places they visit or avoid, and reflect and comment upon particular service availability. The sessions were initially structured around a scenario in which residents were assigned the role of ‘local expert’ helping fictional new residents with information on local places, people and services. Residents were invited to use three types of sticky post-it notes to indicate on the map particular assets (places, services or people) and, equally, anything that they thought that was missing in their area.

The results of these activities from the community conversations were intended to feed into different decision-making processes at each location. In Feniting, where four events at different locations were held, the lead community organisation was working with two residents’ associations to invest £90,000 of privately attained and publicly matched funding. The events were thus structured to help allocate this money between enhanced local infrastructure or subsidised services. In Darrenton, the community organisation worked with the Parish Council (the lowest level of local UK civil government) to consult with residents on a neighbourhood plan. A neighbourhood plan is a new policy tool which aims to support community organisations and volunteer groups design local policies which feed, by statute, into the LA’s planning strategy. Here a single community conversation event was run as part of a wider consultation. Finally, in Church House, the community organisation worked with a range of local voluntary organisations and residents’ groups. Here the aim was to develop support for various new community services. Residents were positioned as ‘local experts’ to map out facilities and services, sharing information across both towns with the aim of co-generating a joint-funding application to a funding body.

While there was a multiplicity of issues to be discussed, informed and decided upon, all of these community conversation activities shared important qualities. First, the community organisations had a responsibility to involve local residents in consultation activities, to evidence this, and to demonstrate how their views and opinions were accounted for in any decisions made. Second, each of the community conversations was intended to facilitate discussions between residents to identify and articulate issues of local importance. As such, political deliberation would be one way of scaffolding and supporting this process. Further, the individual community conversations were representative of an increasingly common scenario where ‘grassroots’ or volunteer-led organisations are entrusted to take over consultation exercises (and ultimately, assigned responsibility) around local matters of concern. Our initial observations quickly highlighted that the consultations involved ‘making up the rules’ in the absence of relevant support or training from LAs. It was also apparent that while research language was being used (“methodology”, “scenarios”, “data” etc.) the asset-mapping method led to relatively few easily documented insights. For example, the sticky post-it notes attached to the maps by residents, indicating particular concerns, were cleared away between sessions. Major challenges concerned a lack of resources and research experience necessary to support the capture and analyses of the rich data, generated during each community conversation. Our involvement in these processes came about through an invitation from the lead community organisation, a group with whom we had worked on previous projects. Primarily they were seeking our support with event planning, commenting that they lacked the necessary discussion facilitation and recording skills. Our initial role was as ‘critical friends’ to advise on their initial plans. However, this soon extended to supporting explorations around ways of documenting the community conversations and facilitating a more formal project. In the following we provide an overview of our study design, and present findings from our initial fieldwork.

OVERVIEW OF STUDY DESIGN
Our initial research questions focused on: 1) understanding how community conversation events, as examples of community involvement in local decision-making, were facilitated and documented; 2) examining the dynamics between different participating community members; and 3) exploring what role, if any, digital technology might play in these processes. The first stage of our study involved ethnographic fieldwork at the four events in Feniting. This initial fieldwork was conducted by the lead author, and involved them engaging in participant observation [67]. The researcher took field notes guided by the research questions and on observed interactions between organisers and residents. The second stage of the study involved exploring the design of tools informed by the initial fieldwork. The subsequent tool we created—Community Conversational—focused on supporting fairer event facilitation and data capture, and provided a means to document the events in ways that might be useable as evidence for decision-making. The third stage involved trialling the tool at events in Darrenton and Church House. These events were organised by the community organisations who used their own networks to invite local residents. During these events, audio and video data were captured, while three researchers took observational notes while also supporting groups at the various tables when appropriate. The sessions were otherwise led by the community organisations. Finally, we conducted two evaluation workshops with representatives of the organisations that ran the events. These workshops provided the opportunity for the researchers to ask general questions about the events, as well as gather feedback on the value of the Community Conversational tool and the data it captured. Here participants reflected on the community conversation events that they attended through a range of data (audio, transcription and video data). Through these discussions we were able to discuss and evaluate how they might use these data and our tool in their consultation and decision-making processes.

In the following sections we discuss in detail these four stages of our study and the associated findings.
Findings from Initial Fieldwork
The first stage involved ethnographic fieldwork at four community conversation events in Fenting. Our fieldwork from these events highlighted clear issues with the capturing of the conversations, and the documentation and evidencing of concerns raised. As already noted, activities relied heavily on the use of sticky notes, on which the residents wrote about a specific “asset” before anchoring it to the map at a relevant location. Invariably, the notes were difficult—if not impossible—to decipher. Further, they mostly identified objects (e.g. ‘doctors surgery’) rather than offering reflective detail on specific matters. Organisers took care to record the notes photographically at the end of each session, before peeling the sticky-notes off in preparation for re-using the maps, while facilitators took notes during the discussions to mitigate against losing richer contextual detail. However, they were doing so while managing the conversations, some of which they later described as ‘boisterous’, and involving ‘tricky subjects’. Furthermore, unpredictable attendance numbers meant that facilitation could involve managing multiple tables (some events attracted many more residents than expected).

Another issue centred on providing equal opportunities for talking. It was common to observe residents speaking over each other, or to start break-out conversations. People appeared uncertain about when it was appropriate to speak or interrupt. On two occasions, the quality of discourse reduced to arguments concerning facts about the local area. As a result, both participants and facilitators missed much of what was being discussed. Some facilitators took a strong stance against cross-talk, though the less experienced ones struggled to manage multiple conversations. This led to further issues with some residents dominating talk and expressing their own concerns while disengaging from those affecting the whole community. For example, at one event, a residents’ association turned out en masse to express a single issue and make their point on record. As such some conversations involved well-rehearsed statements while other residents did not get the chance to speak. The dynamic on some tables clearly left people feeling uncomfortable and visibly excluded from the conversations.

A final issue identified was that residents were relatively limited in evidencing or elaborating on their opinions and points of view. People did not sufficiently explain their choices relating to a particular place, person or service; often they would simply place a sticky-note on the map. The organisers told us the level of explanation that was most useful to them was more likely to come up during the one-on-one conversations that occurred around the event. This resulted in residents and community organisations missing out on valuable insights from ‘local experts’. Interestingly, this led to further issues with the legitimacy of the record of the event. While note-taking was considered an important vehicle for capturing opinions on paper, there was a concern that these would be misrepresentative or poorly documented. Therefore, the “visual” documentation was privileged as better representing “evidence”, despite photographs of the maps lacking contextual detail. In discussion facilitators reflected that these represented a better record of engagement than their notes. However, the lack of accurate data, together with concerns around their representativeness, undermined the value of the conversations in informing decisions at a higher level. Further, making sense of and re-presenting these data proved problematic for community organisations; first, they were unsure whether to feedback on workshop outcomes to resident-participants, despite wanting to be accountable to them; and second, they were unclear about what form this feedback might take.

DESIGNING COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONAL
As a response to this initial fieldwork in Fenting, we designed Community Conversational which has two distinct parts: (i) a conversation based ‘game’ intended to encourage and structure conversations about ‘place’ without overly restricting and directing it (fig.1a); and (ii) a digital platform that captures data around each table, then represents these on screen (fig.1b and 1c). The interface then enables workshop organisers to search and filter down through the data, with the aim of supporting data representation, analyses and the organisers’ understanding.

Community Conversational game
The game builds on a lineage of game use in participatory governance (e.g. [46]) and participatory design and co-creation (e.g. [6,7]). We were interested in the ways turn-taking games might promote the structuring of discussion and provide social cues for conversation. To enable this the game was designed to comprise a deck of physical prompt cards, a paper map of the area to be discussed, markers (which essentially replace the sticky post-its) and some simple game mechanics. Together, these components help to structure a Community Conversational event. The event is then captured via video camera (see fig.1b) that enables...
tracking of individual markers as they are moved across the map (see below).

**Prompts Cards and Markers**

46 unique prompt cards and four identical “protect” cards were created across three categories (move, talk, protect). Move cards prompted participants to move the main marker to a new location in response to printed instructions. These either (i) invited discussion on a new topic: “Move the marker to a place you visited in the past but no longer do (and explain)”; or (ii) asked for a comparison to be made with the topic currently being discussed: “Move the marker to somewhere that is more accessible.” The second set of cards were intended to provoke and challenge participants, and to move the discussion away from pre-determined or dominant topics. Talk cards prompted participants to reflect on another issue related to a place under consideration. For example: “Talk about what you would change at the place the marker is currently at” and “Talk about the best time to visit the place at the marker.” These cards presented opportunities for other players to find out something new about a particular location or change the content or tone of the topic. Protect cards are associated with the protect markers. At the start of each session participants each receive a protect marker which they place on the map to indicate somewhere they would like to protect from change. Throughout the “game”, should they pick up a protect card, they may move any one of the protect markers to a place they would prefer to be “protected”. They may move another participants’ protect marker or add extra protection to somewhere already marked. The protect cards and markers were designed with a dual purpose. First, to help ascertain and communicate community members’ asset priorities. And second as a response to observations from our fieldwork which revealed that many residents focused discussions on protecting either their own homes, or one particular issue within the town. As such, the protect markers intended to disrupt narrow or dominant conversations and enable wider, perhaps less subjective yet important issues to be discussed.

Our intention was that they allowed people to talk about their own ‘self-interest’ while also serving to stimulate a more deliberative process.

**Mechanics of the game**

After a brief introduction by the facilitator and researcher, the participant-residents are invited to sit around a table on which a map of their town or village is laid out. The ‘rules’, which are simple and designed to support turn-taking, are introduced to the room. Then everyone introduces themselves and places their protect marker on the map, explaining their decision to the rest of the table. The main game then proceeds during which participants take turns to take a prompt card from the top of the pack, read it aloud, and move the main marker or one of the protect markers to their location of choice, explaining their action. The prompt card is then discarded. The materiality of the card pack establishes clear turn-taking between speaker and listeners. Once a participant has explained a choice, their turn is “over”. This notion of turn-taking was designed to eradicate the need for facilitation, which was found to be problematic and inconsistent. Despite not entirely replacing the facilitation role, early findings suggest that facilitators using Community Conversational take a less prominent role, are freed up to manoeuvre between tables, note-take, or speak to others in the room. Community Conversational also acts as an effective “leveller”, across tables and between sessions.

**Community Conversation Software Interface**

The software is a data mining tool that can be used to filter down and quickly review sections of the audio-recorded transcribed conversation and video data. It allows selected themes from multiple conversations to be found quickly, across what is a significant corpus of video and audio data. Following each event, the video and audio are uploaded onto the system; meanwhile a visual tracking algorithm is run against the video and the marker locations identified to record their movements across a master timeline. Other meta-data can be added, such as transcripts (of the audio) or external prompts. The software can then be “mined” to explore e.g. events, such as when a question is asked or when markers were moved. The master timeline is represented on the screen alongside a video window which provides graphical information on the marker locations at specific points in the video/conversation (see fig.1c). The master timeline can be filtered to create a new timeline visualising multiple selected actions displayed adjacent to each other enabling quick comparison (see fig.1c). Searches can be made by e.g. the prompt question, by geographic area as selected on the screen, or via free text search of the transcript. Thus overlapping data and unusual anomalies can be identified quickly. By clicking on a time bar, the video footage will move to the specific place for easy review.

**TRIALLING COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONAL**

We conducted a series of trials of Community Conversational as part of the ongoing consultation processes being led by our community partners. These events were held in Darrenton and Church House, and involved 77 local residents (26 in Darrenton, and 51 in Church House).

Following the events, we ran two evaluation workshops with representatives of the organisations involved in running the consultation processes and overseeing the production of reports to communicate community decision-making. For Darrenton, this involved meeting with three members of the neighbourhood planning board, including the chair. In the case of Church House, we met with two representatives of the collaborating community organisation and an additional consultant working on an evaluation of their consultation activities. This second workshop followed the Church House event, but as this organisation had been involved across all of the community conversations, they were able to reflect more broadly on the platform’s use, and potential value, across contexts. At these workshops we invited the representatives to discuss their experience of the events, and to reflect upon how events involving the use of Community Conversational.
Conversational compared to other consultation events they had run and participated in. We demonstrated the software interface to navigate the data captured from the event. The intention of these workshops was to also guide the participants through the use of the software interface to explore data collected from the events they took part in. However, during the workshops it became clear that some of the participants were more comfortable with the researchers using the interface on their behalf, with participants guiding our interactions and the type of data we searched for and presented on screen. At the end of the workshops we opened further discussion around the value of the data collected as part of community consultation events, and who should have access to it.

Each of the Community Conversational events (individual tables playing the game) and evaluation workshops were audio recorded. These recordings were then transcribed for analysis. At the Community Conversational events, the research team took field notes focused on the ways residents responded to the game and interacted with one-another. All transcripts and field notes were treated as a corpus and thematically analysed [8]. While we engaged in open-coding of data at the sentence to paragraph level, our analysis was specifically oriented towards identifying examples of and opportunities for supporting more deliberative forms of talk.

**FINDINGS**

Our analysis of the data led to the construction of eight themes, discussed in the following sections.

**Suspicions and Easing into the Game**

From the start of our first Community Conversational event, there was concern from organisers and decision-makers around how people would respond to being asked to play a turn-taking game. Members of the Parish Council in Darrenton felt that “people naturally do not like to sit and play what they would class as party games on what they see as a serious subject” (D4). Other Council members expressed dislike of “gamey type things” and “were a bit sceptical” (D6). The technology was also assumed to have an unwelcome impact on the content and quality of the discussion by restricting what people would be prepared to talk about. Again, this was voiced as a particular concern from Parish Council members. In this case they considered the video hardware as particularly intrusive and potentially unsettling: “a camera sitting there. That really, I think, rattles people a bit, unless they’re used to doing it” (D4). Further, an element of awkwardness was to be expected at the start of any participatory group activity involving learning rules, and this could have been exacerbated by the presence of the recording technology. However, observing residents’ behaviour during the sessions showed that after some initial hesitation the vast majority were very happy to take part. F2 (who was one of the organisers in Fenting, Darrenton, and Church House) noted: “the […] holding back slightly for a few minutes didn’t last long, and then they just got into it”. Further, by focusing on taking turns and selecting and responding to prompts, any social awkwardness in the presence of capture technologies seemed to be forgotten:

“They were more interested in expressing their opinion and doing what was needed, really. They liked the idea of picking up the cards, saying things, and plotting the different things, and they just forgot about the rest of it.” (F2)

Therefore, despite the fears that the presence of the technology or a “game” would upset residents, it was overall received well. As F3, (the consultant evaluating the events for the funders), reflects:

“They enjoyed it far more than the consultations they had had previously. So there was something very different about the nature of the consultation, the map, the cards.”

**Taking Turns and Steering Conversation**

There was some doubts whether the residents would follow the turn-taking rule. While, as anticipated, some people turned up with pre-rehearsed issues, in practice people appeared compelled to ‘comply’ with the ‘rules’. During the conversations, residents acknowledged that the cards were framing their topics: “I’m going to hope to get a word in about […] hopefully it will come up in one of the cards.” (DP17). In other cases, some residents articulated that the game structure mitigated against the discussion going off-topic or focusing too much on a specific community asset: “You haven’t let me wax lyrical about the scout hut, where I spend half my life” (DP5). As such, the cards and turn-taking kept conversations on-topic. In Darrenton a resident mentioned the medical centre in a conversation about transport and were quickly reminded by another resident of the rules: “Well I think we will get a chance further down the pile [to discuss the medical centre], mightn’t we?” (DP12). This balancing of the conversations was appreciated by the organisations tasked with promoting these new decision-making processes. They recognised that people at previous events had “pushed” for a particular issue and would “take every opportunity to keep raising it” (D4). The simple mechanics of the game appeared to prevent this:

“You made everybody say something. If you’d sat in the hall and said, “What do you think about this?” Two or three people would take the whole conversation. Somebody would have said nothing.” (D4)

Meanwhile, the serendipity of the card topics kept people engaged. If their “burning topic” had not already arisen, opportunity was still there for it to appear. However, this steering of the discussion by the cards did raise some concerns from some residents, especially as events progressed and fewer opportunities remained to discuss a particular issue. In one case, a resident felt compelled to raise a particular timely issue about the Church House estate. They intervened, blaming the cards for restricting them in raising this matter of concern: “to me, the one thing we’ve never touched on because of these cards” (CP14). Indeed, it was quite common across different groups during the closing stages of the game that space would be made to capture additional, un-articulated, issues: “I thought we didn’t mention about more shops. I think we need more shops you know” (CP39).
Explaining and Elaborating Viewpoints
From the perspective of the facilitating organisation, the system was generally very successful in prompting people to explain their reasoning. Each card prompted residents to explain ‘why’ they had selected a place to move the marker, and in practice this happened more than we had envisaged. This was also surprising for the facilitating organisers, who noted they had to do much less prompting, and instead just remind people of the rules: “Well, this is how it works, just to get people started” (F1).

Perhaps unsurprisingly, people often explained the places they marked in reference to personal observations: “I think that it's necessary to have it in the village for older people who haven't got transport really. They certainly can't get a bus […] so I think it's very necessary we have one here” (DP26). On other occasions residents would ask each other to explain and elaborate on the reason for a move. In one series of interactions, a resident moved a marker to a specific place for a second time. They gave the same reasoning as before (that it is a big problem in the town). At this point, another participant affirmed their view but also encouraged them to consider alternative locations: “It is really. If that is a fait accompli [decided and cannot be changed] or is there anywhere else where you would like to protect?” (DP20). Sometimes this manifest as contestation: “Oh Really? […] Is it used?” (DP26), but still served the purpose of encouraging further elaboration or explanation. On discussing examples of participants being able to question, offer advice, and challenge each other, organisers reflected that it added some value to the conversations: “And somebody else chimed in and said “Well, what about this?” […] So I think it created a different dynamic. It felt, in a sense, more rigorous to me” (F1).

Changing Opinions and Engaging with Others
In addition to participants challenging one another, there was clearly a respect for, and better understanding, of competing claims, which is one of the expected outcomes of deliberative talk. During the game, residents showed a willingness to listen to and even empathise with alternative views on issues, and take these into consideration during the game. For example, one resident explained that someone else’s view had influenced where they moved their marker: “I think that’s a very good point. I do think we’re short of what we can call communal spaces in the village and for children, it’s very important.” (DP23). This in turn prompted another resident to reflect on their own views and raise an issue that had not yet been discussed: “I never realised it must be difficult to live here and have children because it’s not geared up to children, is it, the village?” (DP21).

In designing the mechanics of the game we intended to create an environment where every resident could have opportunities to talk. One outcome of this was how, in supporting participants to open up, they built on others’ views during their turn. Almost every turn involved a conversation with different options. In some cases, this influenced someone’s topic or softened their hardened view on a subject. A further unforeseen practice of the game was participants passing on their prompt. One resident, when prompted by the selected card to talk about somewhere they would take a visitor, asked other residents on the table to make suggestions: “Well, I know where I would go but it’s quite a wee while since I’ve been. But I’ll leave it up to other people if they want to say.” (DP15). These dialogues, in which residents changed opinions, listened to others and even passed on opportunities to the rest of their group, were a notable contrast to the discourse in the earlier Fenting events, where talk comprised of people making statements.

The Audience of the Conversation
From the perspective of the residents, it was clear that these events were different in nature to previous consultation events they had attended. It was not just the use of an unusual structure and different materials that made the event strange to them, but also the greater attention the events were seen to have from external bodies (such as the team of researchers from the two local universities). This created a sense of importance and significance to these events compared to those previously held in the local area. This was amplified by the presence of the technologies that, self-evidently for many of the participants, were capturing what they said. These factors combined to create a ‘buzz’ around the event and a sense that the issues raised from the conversations might “actually be going somewhere”. There was certainly a sentiment that in previous events the opinions voiced had not been captured well.

During the events, residents asked explicitly who would hear their opinions. In some cases, they requested that specific bodies be sent the conversations that were captured: “Can the Parish Council have a copy so that they can include it in their, whatever they are sending in to?” (DP7). While it was only intended to be a means for tracking the markers on the map, the video camera was considered by some to be a direct link to the civic authority, and was used to make requests. At several points during the two events, residents would elaborate on a specific issue being raised and talk directly to the camera: “[Turns to face camera] I think the council could look after the grass better. I don’t like the way they leave all the grass lying there. It should be swept up.” (DP21). This was also observed by members of the community organisation running the events as they reviewed the data: “People thought that the camera might help them to emphasise a point that they felt annoyed about, they spoke directly to camera.” (F3).

Supporting Facilitation for Organisers
We observed in our earlier fieldwork that those who ran the previous events often struggled to facilitate tables alongside documenting points raised and overseeing the general running of the event. In this case, Community Conversational was seen to take on “the role as facilitator for us” and those who might normally be the facilitators were able to “mostly take a step back” (F1). It enabled them to not worry so much about ensuring people were not talking over one-another as the game somewhat inhibited that. Instead they could focus on noting down particularly interesting points that were raised, moving between tables to see how different group
dynamics work, and keeping a better eye on timings and schedules. The facilitative role of Community Conversational played was further appreciated due to the unpredictable numbers of attendees that come to such events as well, which can stretch organisers across multiple tables and groups.

It was felt that, initially, some form of organiser facilitation was still necessary for each group. This would be so that initial rules and expectations could be set and—if necessary—to bring attention to the game if conversation gets side-tracked. However, it was noted that even if a facilitator was not present, or unable to guide discussion, to some degree the game filled this gap:

“There was one table that was poorly facilitated, for various reasons. If you hadn’t had this method, it would have failed completely. So you know, I think that was really interesting to watch that. They still had a useful conversation with minimal facilitation, so, yes.” (F3)

There were further reflections on how the community organisation that was leading this series of events had very little experience of running consultations previously. While they had many connections with community and residents’ groups and LAs, they recognised that prior to the events they had little knowledge of what would create and support a meaningful group discussion. They acknowledged that this was quite common, as organisations like theirs are given responsibility to oversee these processes:

“It’s almost like saying, ‘Who have we got around the table who’s got a bit of nous [common sense]’ really. Do you know what I mean? With no formal expectation, and certainly no formal training, or only some briefing.” (F1)

It was felt a simple tool like Community Conversational would support organisations like theirs, with limited resource and expertise, to facilitate meaningful and enjoyable events. It was valued due to its perceived simplicity:

“I can’t quite get my head around it. […] we ran a series of consultations, and we had people talking around maps for a couple of hours. It can sound kind of quite simple […] so what was the big deal?” (F1).

While the facilitative role of the game and technology was appreciated, it was still considered that the game needed careful framing and explanation to those participating in the event. This was considered particularly important by the Parish Council. They noted that their involvement in the event was critically important in relation to the potential action that might be taken around the neighbourhood plan:

“we knew what was going to happen, and knew what we were trying to do.” Therefore, in materials related to the event and at the start of the event itself they carefully framed what its purpose was, why it was being held, and what they were trying to do next: “I think, otherwise, it [the event] would have been a bit stiffer or stilled.” What comes through here, is that while Community Conversational itself was valued as a means of structuring and equalising talk between residents, the bigger picture and purpose of its use still needed careful articulation and framing by those organisations responsible for its use.

Opening Up and Bounding the Conversation

The qualitative, ‘talk-based’ nature of the consultation meant different things to different stakeholders. It was clearly valued by many of the residents who took part, where the turn-taking supported equality and inclusivity from those that were there, but came across as convivial and not overtly processional. The community organisation running the events greatly valued the conversational data: “Looking across, you could see by people’s body language […] they’re leaning forward, they’re really engaged” (F3). In particular, they valued the fact that the conversational nature of the events meant that they captured a more holistic, “big picture”, of what is valued and significant in the local area:

“Lots of planning consultations seem to be very restricted, especially around roads and things. So what you’re getting with some consultations […] it’s the concentrating on one area, and the big picture, widening the view […] is not being asked. It’s not even being touched on.” (F2)

The relatively open-ended nature of the conversations surrounding the Community Conversational game was also valued as it gave space for residents to talk about what was important to them: “The opportunity to have a facilitated discussion, instead of having it bound by and driven by council officers. So I think that was really striking” (F3). However, this richness came with a cost, especially for the Parish Council who were in charge of the neighbourhood plan in Darrenton. Upon going through the conversational data collected from their event, they noted that while the captured talk was useful “evidence”, they would not find the qualitative data useful in coming up with decisions. Instead they privileged lists and statistics:

“You could say that, [out of] however many people went to the event, how many of them, or how many tables, mentioned the doctors?’ […] Even if it was just a bar chart, which said, ‘Doctors, transport, rural space kept open, green spaces, church, listed…’ You know, whatever was important, and say how often, or how big in the topic of conversation that became.” (D4)

Therefore, those leading the decision-making process saw the rich data we presented to them as a resource to produce figures from, rather than a resource to understand, search within and discover insights. Indeed, they requested that the conversations be reduced down into more simple visualisations that could then be used as evidence: “You could produce a graph, surely, could you, from this?” (D5).

Impartiality and Bias

Being seen to be impartial and not biasing the nature of the conversations, or how people’s experiences and talk might be interpreted and represented, were found to be issues. The community organisation that ran all of the events found themselves in a particularly difficult situation, which they often reflected on. As well as running these events as open consultations on local areas, they were hoping to attract new members to their cause (primarily around issues to do with ageing and health and care in later life): “that was also part of the purpose.” (F1). They also relied on funding from the LA, so could not be seen to be lobbying against them in any way.
They felt that the way in which the conversations were captured during these events meant that they could simply store it on their website, allowing them to use it as evidence for future funding bids. For previous consultations they had to write up notes and summarise the key points, and thus be seen to be taking a position, of sorts, on local issues: “If you want to, follow up, because it wouldn’t be appropriate for us to” (F1). Here the documentation was also the expression and communication of the main matters of concern.

In contrast, the organisations we worked with that had the decision-making powers in these contexts such as the Parish Council were less favourable toward the type of consultation we proposed. As noted above, some had anxieties about the open nature of the events. They also felt awkward hearing and then having to respond to other people’s opinions on “difficult decisions” in relation to local cuts and planning decisions. They enjoyed the process, as it made their consultation “very visible” and looked like evidence of them taking action. However, as we already noted, they privileged easily digestible results rather than rich, diverse and potentially contrary viewpoints and lived experiences. In articulating these ideas, council members reflected back on their own past consultations. Previously, they had held an open day where they asked people to select and rank 13 ‘assets’ in the village. While they appreciated that the Community Conversational event stimulated residents to discuss their local area, the data from their previous events was deemed more “useable”: “At the end of the day, at least we got a chart which said what people thought, to them [...] they all wanted the Post Office, and they all wanted the post box.” (D4). However, while this led to an understanding of what was deemed to be a priority in the local area, council members were left unsure as to ‘why’ these assets were so important. In order to make sense of these, council members had constructed narratives around the findings:

“There are probably 13 allotments in the village, and there are 740 houses, and the people in the 740 houses wanted to be able to come down here and post a letter when they needed to. Or buy some stamps, or get their car taxed, or whatever.” (D4)

Consequently, it was clear that the main role of Community Conversational could be to add understanding to why these assets are considered important. During the evaluation workshops, this was evidenced in the ways the council representatives explicitly requested examples of data related to each of these predefined issues. In doing so, their engagement with the rich conversations captured from residents was limited to just a sub-set of local objects and services that they had already determined as priorities.

**DISCUSSION**

Our findings across all stages highlight the challenges community organisations face when carrying out consultations, where devolved decision-making powers have been entrusted to them. In the following sections we draw on some key issues; the types of data privileged by community organisations in these processes, the issues systems like ours raise around the accountability of the facilitating community organisations, and the role of ‘informal’ participation in local decision-making processes.

**Data, Utility and Meaningfulness**

The process of Community Conversational was such that it accumulated a lot of audio and textual data of participants’ conversations during the events. Much of the rhetoric around open data and the accountability of enterprises, the state and even community organisations suggests that access to more data will give ordinary citizens more control [42]. In that paradigm, it seems reasonable to assume that community organisations should be able to make better decisions that represent the views of their communities, with access to more data about them. On one hand there were benefits of capturing the conversations. For both the community organisation facilitators, and the decision-makers this meant their work was visible and could be used as evidence, related to the consultation process. Furthermore, there are opportunities for review, archive, and dissemination. On the other hand, there are clear issues with so much data, how to make sense of it or make it meaningful to decision-makers. Furthermore, the way in which the decision-makers reacted to the data collected raises questions around the role of data (and experiences) as evidence. This dichotomy between experiential knowledge against quantitative based argument is acknowledged in other disciplines (e.g. health activism [48]). To our decision-making collaborators, often data means being able to evidence that consultation has taken place in order to demonstrate success for funding bodies, or show a LA that the community have been consulted. This does not necessarily translate to the use of this data to inform the outcomes of a consultation in ways that represent public opinion. Our decision-making collaborators talked about the events being evidence of what they have done, not what they found out.

A further question about the meaningfulness of data generated by, or representing community views, relates to the ways in which decision-makers desired data that is simple to read, easy to understand and quantitative. This was, in part, related to what appeared to be epistemological biases in terms of privileging what they saw as ‘facts’ and numbers over qualitative attributes. But the lack of engagement was also problematic because of the ways the groups are able to put their own narrative on these simple figures and use them to create evidence to back their cause. Our findings demonstrated that that the groups were positive toward our process because they considered it means to make the work of ‘doing’ consultation visible, and in one case raised their profile to attract new members. However, the outcome of the events (a sea of data) was not considered to be meaningful, or something from which the decision-making group could ascertain meaning. They saw the utility of the data (in order to provide evidence of consultation), but did not share the facilitating organisation’s view in seeing the meaningfulness (for the sake of representing public opinion) [1].
Accountability, Impartiality and Power

Recent work with civic organisations in HCI has highlighted how community representatives may lack the social capital and resources required to access certain people or places within their community, raising concerns around the democratic rhetoric that surrounds devolved decision-making (e.g. [34]). In our study, this relates to problems of representation and diversity, and is bound up in issues of accountability. The organisations we worked with invited residents to the events using their own networks. The groups they invited were not diverse in nature, and in one case represented a very narrow demographic. Such details may be left out of the evidencing and reporting on consultation work by community organisations, however, this type of detail can be made visible through the richness and veracity of the data and outcomes of civic technologies like Community Conversational that support the capture of ‘talk’.

However, a concern raised by our work is the way in which community organisations, with exclusive access to data generated by platforms like Community Conversational, are able to represent that data in ways that give a sense of impartiality and neutrality. The concern here then is that decisions made might be in some way masqueraded, or that the representativeness of the consultation (or lack thereof) might be disguised. Furthermore, it speaks to issues already identified in community voting deployments around the hand-picking of abstracted, community generated data to evidence already made decisions (e.g. [63]). In other words, if the type of data collected by platforms like Community Conversational is presented online in full, and is easily searchable, residents or other community organisations can make visible when organisations are misrepresenting the people they are seeking to represent. With this comes questions around who should have access to this data. Harding et al. [30] discuss the need to focus on both the state and the citizenry, and not to look solely toward the empowerment of citizens. Our work looked at the role of community organisations in this space, as in our context, it was they who had the agency to carry out decision-making. Prior work has highlighted how the handing over of decision-making responsibility in this manner could lead to problems of bureaucracy [9], power relations [23,24], and the marginalisation of certain citizens [29]. Furthermore, they may also cause inequalities in forming new power structures, with community representatives setting their own agendas [5,22,25]. In our case, these issues were not pronounced, but there were clearly challenges associated with the ways in which representatives of decision-making organisations interpreted what was captured in the events, and placed limited value on the utterances of local residents.

Supporting and Valuing Everyday Talk

The design of our system was predicated on the idea that informal conversation and opinion-giving (or ‘everyday talk’) [12,31,40]) could be considered as significant contributions to local consultation processes. Everyday Politics [5] champions the idea that ordinary people, through civil society organisations, are fundamental to a functioning democracy. We looked to implement these concepts to scaffold a conversation about place, and to respond to issues from our initial fieldwork around equality and respect for others’ views. There has been considerable research on different methods for engaging publics, most with an emphasis on deliberation as a process of ‘respectfully understanding different perspectives and technical issues’ [9]. We also stress the importance of deliberation as an engagement method, and while we have raised a number of problems about supporting and developing methods that promote and capture deliberative ‘talk’, there were also many successes. This included promoting equality within the conversations through the introduction of turn-taking, which was appreciated by the facilitating community organisation for opening up the consultation. It was also valued by the decision-making organisation as it provided new forms of hands-off facilitation and structure to consultation. The method also created opportunities for citizens to be reflective, to challenge one another and to engage each other in discussion, creating rich data about matters of local concern that has the potential to be used to promote accountability in local decision-making processes.

CONCLUSION

We have presented Community Conversational, a socio-technical platform designed to structure and capture conversations around place in relation to local community organisation’s decision-making processes at a local level. In reporting our study, we have focused on the nature of decision-making in UK contexts where government is increasingly reliant upon community organisations to carry out consultation at a local level. Within this setting we have looked at the role that deliberative talk [21,24,40,41,61] can have in local consultation processes, placing emphasis on the need to scaffold conversations in these settings and provide ways for such talk to be captured and used as data. In doing so, we have raised questions about the accountability of community organisations, and the value of deliberative talk in consultation processes.
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